
The Beginnings of Artificial Roads in Pennsylvania.

Some time ago I came across an article published in the Pennsylvania
Gazette of February 20, 1772, signed " Clericus." It indicated that the first
move looking towards the building of a turnpike from Philadelphia to Lan-
caster had originated among the people of Lancaster County. Further inves-
tigation proved that the writer, " Clericus," was no other than the Rev.
Thomas Barton, then Rector of St. James Episcopal Church, of Lancaster
Borough. A letter, written by him to Thomas Penn, Jr., which appears
among the files of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, fully identifies him
as the author. I have, therefore, made copies of both the " Observations "
and the letter, as being the earliest reference to this subject.

The article reads as follows :
February 20, 1772. 	 Number 2252.

THE PENNSYLVANIA GAZETTE.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF PUBLIC ROADS OCCASIONED BY A PETITION

TO ASSEMBLY FOR A TURNPIKE-ROAD FROM PHILADELPHIA TO WRIGHTS-

FERRY ON SUSQUEHANNA, HUMBLY ADDRESSED TO THE TRUE

FRIENDS OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Having long observed, with real concern, that our Inattention to the Im-
provement of Public Roads and other Inland Communications, between the
Western Parts of this Province and the Capitol, hath been the means of
diverting the natural products of these parts to another Market, we cannot
but be pleased to find, that this Matter is at last become a Subject of some
consideration. A Petition to the Honorable House of Assembly has been pro-
moted in the County of Lancaster, setting forth such Grievances as have
been the consequences of bad roads, and praying for some redress in the
premises. Every person seems to have a just sense of the importance of this
Petition, and to be desirous of partaking of the benefits it craves. But very
few have any idea how, or by what means, those benefits are to be obtained.
Turnpike Roads are novel things in this Country. There are many among us,
who do not even understand the Terms. And such as have thought a little of
the Matter seem to think that the Chinese Wall or the Pyramids of Egypt
were not more arduous and extravagant Undertakings than that of a Turn-
pike from Philadelphia to Wrights-Ferry would be. To remove such prejudices
and to convince such people, that this Undertaking would neither be so diffi-
cult or expensive as they conceive, we beg leave to lay before them some Ex-
tracts from a very judicious writer (the Rev. Mr. Horner, one of the Com-
missioners of Turnpike Roads in England), who has made a full " Enquiry into



the means and expence of improving and preserving Public Roads," together with
such observations, as the remarks of a few sensible neighbors, and my own
little Experience together, have enabled me to collect concerning the Road
now proposed. And that this may be done in such a manner as may be most
generally and fully understood, we will consider the subject under the follow-
ing Heads :

1. The great Benefits of public improved Roads.
2. The methods of making such Roads, what materials are necessary and

how they are to be applied.
3. An Estimate of the Expense of a Turnpike from Philadelphia to

Wrights-Ferry and some general Reflections upon the whole.
First, then, as to the great Benefits of public improved Roads, the writer

before me gives a circumstantial as well as pleasing account. " The Preserva-
tion and Improvement of Public Roads," says he, " have always been objects
of the internal Police of almost all civilized States : And perhaps it would be
no Exaggeration to assert, that Schemes of this kind have more or less been
attended to, in Proportion to the degree of public Spirit, which has prevailed
in every Age and Country. Besides the Benefits which result from public
improved Roads, of Comfort to ourselves, and of convenient passage to our
Beasts and Carriages, they have a natural Tendency to keep up social Inter-
course, to Expedite Business, and to enlarge the Commerce of mankind. By
them Access is gained, not only to the necessaries and conveniences, but to
the Elegancies and Refinements of Life ; particular Places become possessed
of the Products and Riches of remote Places. It is probable that there is no
circumstance, which will contribute to characterize the present age to Pos-
terity so much as the Improvements that have been made in Public Roads.
We need not carry our Enquiries into the State of England more than Half
a Century backward, before we shall be able to trace the dull Marches of our
Ancestors through Mire and Clay, not only in their visits to each other
through the Cross Roads of the Country, but in those of the most Public Resort
and even in their Approaches to the very capital. Journies in Carriages from
the remote parts of England to London were considered as great Undertakings,
and performed by short Stages in each day. Terror and Fatigue were the
constant concomitants of these slow and dangerous Progressions, and the
Fears and Anxieties of Friends, who were left behind in the country, were
never calmed, till they had certain Intelligence that the Travellers were safe
arrived at their Journey's End.

" The Trade of the Kingdom languished under these Impediments. Few
People cared to encounter the Difficulties which attended the Conveyance of
Goods from the Places where they were manufactured, to the Markets where
they were to be disposed of. The same Cause which was injurious to Trade,
laid waste also a considerable part of the Lands. The natural Products of
the Country were with Difficulty circulated to supply the necessities of those
Counties and trading Towns, which wanted, and to dispose of the Superfluity
of others, which abounded. Hence the Consumption of the Growth of Grain,
as well as of the inexhaustible Stores of Fuel, which Nature has lavished upon
Particular parts, was limited to the neighborhood of those places, which pro-



duced them, and made them, comparatively speaking, of little value to what
they would have been had the Participation of them been more enlarged.

" To the Operation of the same cause must also be attributed in a great
Measure the slow Progress which was formerly made in the Improvement of
Agriculture. Discouraged by the uncertain Returns, which arose from con-
fined Markets, the Farmer wanted Spirit and Ability to exert himself in the
Cultivation of his Lands. On this Account, Undertakings in Husbandry were
then generally small, calculated rather to be a Means of Subsistence to par-
ticular Families, than a Source of Wealth to the Public. But since the Im-
provement of Public Roads, Trade is no longer fettered by the Embarrass-
ments which before unavoidably attended it. Dispatch, which is the very
Life and Soul of Business, becomes daily more attainable by the free Circula-
tion opening in every Channel, which is adapted to it. Merchandize and
manufactures find a ready Conveyance to the Markets. The Natural Blessings
of the Land are shared by the Inhabitants with a more equal hand. The
Constitution itself acquires firmness by the Stability and Increase both of
Trade and Wealth, which are the Nerves and Sinews of it.

" In Consequence of all this, the Demand for the Produce of the Lands is
increased. The Lands themselves advance proportionately in their value.
There never was a more astonishing Revolution accomplished in the internal
System of any Country, than has been within the Compass of a few years in
that of England. The Carriage of Grain, Merchandize, &c., is in general
conducted with little more than half the number of Horses with which it
formerly was. Journies of Business are performed with more than double
Expedition. Improvements in Agriculture keep pace with those of Trade.
Everything wears the Face of Dispatch; every Article of our Produce becomes
more valuable. And the Hinge upon which all these movements turn, is the
Improvement that has been made in our Public Roads."

Let us apply these Observations to our own Case, and we shall find that
the same Advantages must result to us from the Improvement of our Roads
and other Communications between the Back Country and the Metropolis.
The Petition to the Assembly sets forth " that the Inhabitants of the Western
Counties labour under the greatest Difficulties in transporting the Produce of
the Country to the City of Philadelphia, the grand mart of the Province, owing
to the extreme badness of the Roads, which are sometimes almost impassable
and at all times dangerous and attended with great Delays and Losses.
That a great part of this Produce is already lost to the City of Philadelphia,
&c. That a Turnpike Road would soon restore the valuable and increasing
trade of York and Cumberland Counties, secure the Trade of Lancaster
County, and be an easy mode of transporting the Products, not only of these
Counties, but of the newly settled Country, to the Metropolis of our own
Province." These advantages alone are such as deserve the utmost Efforts of
our Power to secure, and not only these, but many more might be obtained,
from a proper Improvement of our Public Roads and other Communications.
We will now examine

2. The Method of Making such Roads (as practiced in England), what
materials are necessary, and how they are applied. " The first Object should
be to reduce Roads into proper form. And for this purpose, it is always



desirable to bring them, as nearly as circumstances will admit, to straight
Lines, in which Form they wear better, and are more commodious for Use.
Risings and Hollows should be first reduced, as much as they can be, into
level or inclined Planes. Steep Ascents are always, if possible, to be con-
quered, because the Locking of Carriage Wheels in the Descent, and the
Difficulty of Draught in the Ascent, render them troublesome and expensive.
Undertakings of this kind are generally arduous, but yet they may be accom-
plished in almost any instance by sinking the Paths at the Summits, and
raising them at the Bases, by which Means their progressive Line is brought
to an easy Inclination. This should never exceed an angle of 4 or 5 degrees
with the Horizon, if the Expence of doing it be not too great.

The traverse Section of a Road (Except in Wash-ways where the Water
is to be confined to the Track) should always be the Segment of a Circle, in
order to give a lateral Descent ; and this may be either the Portion of a
greater or less Circle, as there is more or 'less of the progressive Inclination,
and the Nature of the Soil may require it, or otherwise it may be the Portion
of a larger Circle with Ditches on Each Side.

The Reasons which render these dispositions in the Form of Roads neces-
sary, are founded chiefly in the effects of Water upon them; a stagnation of
which is always prejudicial, and particularly so in loamy or clay lands, in
which, if it cannot be discharged, the best compacted Materials, unless of ex-
traordinary Thickness, must gradually sink under the Pressure of heavy
weights upon them.

In Roads of any considerable Resort, it is usual to bring the whole
Breadth into Form, where it does not exceed 40 feet, and to Form to the
Breadth of 40 feet, where it does ; which, according to the methods generally
practiced. leaves a convenient passage on each side of the mended Path, sup-
posed to be in the middle or centre of the Forming. The breadth of the
mended Path must be regulated by the circumstances of the Commissioners,
the Plenty of Materials, and the convenience of getting them. This is seldom
extended beyond 14 feet, and oftener only 12 in Roads which are distant from
the Metropolis. For five months, at least, of the 12, upon an Average, the
Side Passages, of such as be in good form, will be sufficiently drained or
frozen to bear Carriages, and at those Seasons the use of them, when worn
smooth, is by far more eligible than the mended Path, the only purpose of
which is to go against any hurtful Impressions at such times as the natural
ground, rendered pliable by moisture, gives way to the force exerted on it.

There are two ways of adapting Materials to the Improvement of Roads ;
one by regular Pavements ; the other by a more promiscuous assortment of
Rock Stones, Pebbles, Flints, Gravel, Sand, or the like.

Regular Pavements are generally constructed with common Pebble. But
was this kind of Road eligible, Pebbles are not to be procured in sufficient
quantities and of proper size in many parts, without too great an expence.
Besides this, there are many Objections to them, being neither calculated for
the Ease of Man or Beast, nor for the Preservation of Carriages. Indeed it
may hold for a general rule in making of Roads, that the finer the Materials
are which are used for the Construction of them, the more convenient they
are for Passage, if no other objections attend them ; accordingly we find by



experience that those which are made of the best kinds of Gravel are prefer-
able, for Ease, Safety and Expedition, to those which are of coarser though
more solid Materials. Nay, the natural ground itself, when rendered suffi-
ciently smooth, and hardened by Drought, is better adapted for Use in all
respects, than any made Road whatsoever.

It seldom happens that the Surveyors have any great choice of Materials
to use in Constructing their Roads. They are obliged to take such as the
neighborhood affords, for distant Carriage is for the most part an unsup-
portable burden. In those which are made of Gravel only, the Chief Requi-
site is to lay it of sufficient thickness, and whatever the Materials are, the
ground should be well formed to the sides of them, to prevent them giving
away laterally, which will of course lessen their perpendicular depth, as well
as weaken their Structure. Where Rock Stones are wholly used for this
purpose, it is usual to place the stronger parts with a cursory kind of pitching
on the Outside of the Beds where the weight of the Carriages is expected to
operate most, and to leave the weaker in the center, supposed to be the Track
for Horses, and to give the whole a covering with the shattery parts of the
Rock, or the Stronger, broke into small pieces, without which they are apt to
be rough, and inconvenient for traveling upon. But whenever both kinds are
to be had, Durableness and Convenience are best consulted by making the
Foundation of Stone and the Superstructure with Gravel. In clays or soils
which retain moisture, it has 'a very good effect to lay a course of Sand or
Gravel, where it can be procured, or, otherwise, of the soft parts of sandy
stone, before the stratum of strong stones is placed, which prevents them
working downwards as fast as they are otherwise apt to do, and yet enables
them for a while to yield to the Pressure of heavy weights.

Many good roads are made with Sand only, in the same manner as Gravel,
and they also have this convenience, that they are generally better in the
Winter Season, when saddened with Moisture, than in the Summer, when
their Texture being loosened with Drought, Carriages move heavily along
them.

But whatever methods are made use of for the purpose of securing Roads
from Decay, it generally turns out an irretrievable error to be too sparing in
the Breadth of the mended path, and very bad economy not to allow a suffi-
cient Thickness of Material in the first construction of it. For the latter,
no general Rule can be laid down, because it must be regulated by the corn-
bined considerations of their strength, the Form of the Ground and the Na-
ture of the Soil in which they are placed; but for the former, it ought never
to be less than twelve feet in Public Roads.

Such are the Methods of improving Public Roads in England, such the
Materials, and such the Manner of applying them. And it appears very prob-
able that the same methods and the same kind of material may be adapted
to our purpose.

In the next place, let us endeavor to make some estimate of the Expence
of making our Turnpike. To do this, it will be necessary to take an exact
view of every part of the Country through which it is to pass, and of the
Kinds and Quantity of Materials which this Country affords. It is proposed
that the Road be improved from Philadelphia to Wrights-Ferry, on Susque-



hanna, which, according to the present Track, is 76 miles, but on a straight
line may not exceed 70. The Expence of improving such a Length of Road
as this, to be sure, appears, at first sight, insupportable. But when we con-
sider the Via Appia of the Romans, which Leipsius tells us was 350 miles
long, 28 of which was carried through a dreadful swamp, and the whole road
made of square Freestones, so well laid that, tho' 1800 years have elapsed
since it was first made, it is, in many places, quite entire at this day,—when
we consider the immense Canal, made at the Expence of a single subject of
England, I mean the Duke of Bridgewater,—when we consider the long
Canals, made in Ireland to open a communication between the Lakes in the
north and the Bay of Newry,—we shall not surely distrust our ability to
effect what is here proposed. I know it will be said that this is a new
Country and not yet able to support such an Undertaking. We shall grant
the Premises, but not the Conclusion. It is a new Country, to be sure, but
not so new, nor, thank God, so poor, as not to be able to support such an
Undertaking as is proposed. I have often heard the Expence of the Road
computed at Random at £100,000. But we hope it will appear that less than
half that sum will be sufficient to effect it. The Principles upon which the
original Expence of making Roads in England (paved or gravelled 12 or 14
feet, as already described) are these : Two Tons of Materials are allowed to
every Yard foreward, which will be 3520 Tons to a mile. Each Ton, upon an
average, costs 1 s. and 10 d., all Expence included, when delivered into the
Road, making in the whole for Materials £.322. 13. 4. a mile, and the Labour
of farming, placing and banking, &c., is about 9 d. per yard, which will be
£.66 more, amounting in the whole, for Materials and Labour, to £.388. 13. 4.,
Sterling, for every mile of finished Road.

But when we are speaking of Roads in Pennsylvania, I know it will be
thought by some, that these Prices should, at least, be doubled, to make up
the Difference between the Expence of Labour here and in England. The
difference is undoubtedly very great, for which Reason the Price of the
Labour shall be trebled, and instead of 9 d. per Yard, we will calculate 2 s.

d. per Yard. But with regard to the price of Materials, there should be no
allowance, in the present Case, because the natural advantages attending the
Conestogoe Road are so much greater than those that have perhaps attended
the same Extent of Road in any Part of England, that they will reduce the
Sterling Prices to Currency. That is, we shall have as much Materials for

£.100 Currency here, as they can have for £.100 Sterling in England. In many
parts of England, the necessary Materials are not to be obtained without con-
siderable Difficulty and Expence. Stones, Gravel, &c., are often brought 5 and
6 miles to the Road. Whereas, the Country, through which the Road pro-
posed here is to pass, is so plentifully and conveniently stored with those
Articles, that near one-half of it may be made almost without any hauling,
and the other half will not require much, as the greater part of it passes
through Lime Stone Quarries, or a gravelly Soil. So that we may take it for
granted, that the Materials will not exceed £.322. 13. 4. Currency a Mile. The
I abour at 2 s. and 3 d. Yard (three Times the Price paid in England) will
make £.198 more, which, added to the Materials, will be £.520.13.4. Currency
for every Mile of finished Road. This sum multiplied by 70 (the supposed



Number of Miles from Philadelphia to Wrights-Ferry, on a straight Line)
will make the whole Expence £.36,446. 13. 4.

It will appear evident that this Calculation makes a sufficient allowance,
when it is considered that it is founded upon a Supposition that the Road is
to be stoned or gravelled the whole way, in the manner that has been already
mentioned. But it will by no means be necessary to do this. The Road from
Pequea to the Ship, and through the Radnor Hills, will require no Improve-
ments of this kind. Nothing more will be necessary there than to form the
Road to its proper Breadth, to open courses on each side for the Torrents,
occasioned by heavy rains, to pass along, without touching the Road, and to
cut away the Trees for some little distance, so that the Sun and Wind may

have their full power in Drying. Stoning will be necessary only in wet, low
and spongy ground, which perhaps may not amount to 30 miles in the whole
distance, and should Stone, gravel, &c., prove scarce in such Places, Wood may
very advantageously be substituted in their Room. It is well known that
Wood, buried in moist ground and preserved from the Air, will last for Ages.
(Witness the Timber dug out of the Bogs of Ireland, and other Countries,
supposed to have lain there since the Deluge, which is yet hard and sound.)
Where other Materials, therefore, fail, we propose that Logs of Wood of 12
to 14 feet long (the Breadth of the mended Path) be laid close together, and
buried at least 8 inches below the Surface and covered with the best Soil
that the Place will admit of. Such a Road will last beyond the present
Generation, and we trust the next will be able to repair it. Indeed, if the
Road be well constructed in the Beginning, the whole of it may be easily kept
in Repair. This will be done by appointing Men of Capacity and Integrity as
Commissioners, with proper Powers and Rewards, to enable and encourage
them to do their duty. The next step should be the Establishment of Broad-
Wheeled Carriages for such as constantly use the Road or that follow Wagon-
ing as , an Employment, with an Indulgence for narrow wheels to such persons
only as live at some distance from the Road, who only come upon it occasion-
ally, and to whose Purposes of Farming, &c., Broad-Wheeled Carriages might
be inconvenient, provided that for such Indulgence they have their Carriages
made with one of the Axle Trees a few inches longer than the other, so that
the fore and hind wheels of each side shall roll a surface of considerable
Breadth. Some other Regulations no doubt will be found necessary, but
these will be the chief, and, if carefully attended to, the annual repairs of the
Road will be so inconsiderable, as perhaps not to exceed £.20 a Mile.

It will be expected, no doubt, that these Observations and Estimate
should be accompanied with some mode or plan of raising a fund for the
Purposes mentioned. This, however, is a matter which comes not properly
within the Design such as loose Hints. The Wisdom and Prudence of the
Legislature will readily point out ways and means to effect this. I would
only observe that equitable Taxes are never to be accounted burthens, when
they are to be immediately employed for attaining proportionate Benefits to
the Public. The securing, facilitating and extending Commerce are, in the
present Situation of human affairs, great Benefits to the Public.

Perhaps a due Regard to the several Circumstances mentioned here
might conduce to bring about the End proposed. But, after what has been



said, if it should still be thought that the Country is too young to attempt
what is called a Turnpike, it is to be hoped that it will not be thought too
young to attempt something else to secure the great Benefits that have been
enumerated. " While we are daily receiving accounts from all Parts of the
World of the unwearied Assiduity with which foreign Princes and States
are Promoting the commercial interests of their Dominions," and Countries
which we cannot suppose that the vigilant and public spirit of Pennsylvania
will now drop asleep and suffer a very valuable Part of her Staple Commodity
to be wrested out of her Hands. The Products of 3 of the Western Counties
are, perhaps, already of more value than those of all the other Counties put
together. Those Products will greatly increase and become more valuable
every day,-9,000 Bushels of Wheat, it is said, have been brought down this
Fall from the settlements upon Juniata alone to Harris-Ferry. The New
Purchase is crowding with Inhabitants, and will, in a very few years, be a
well-settled, Plentiful country. Now, to keep this trade and Products of those
Counties, and of that growing and flourishing Country, from being carried
off to enrich the Inhabitants of another Province, and to turn them into their
native and proper channel, it is absolutely necessary that proper Communica-
tions should be immediately opened between that Country and the Capital.
A Turnpike Road has already been proposed as Part of a plan for doing this.
If this Part should not be adopted, let us not lose Sight of the other Parts.
Let an Inland Navigation be opened between Susquehanna and Schuylkill by
means of the Waters of Swatara and Tulpohocken, which may be accom-
plished at a small Expence, according to the Information of a Gentleman who
attended the Surveyor General and other Commissioners, who lately took a
Level between the Heads of those Creeks, and observes, in a Letter to a Friend,
that " Nature has pointed out the Design of joining those waters. The
Ground is beautiful and level between; and the Heads of Quitiphililla are so
nearly level with Tulpohocken, that there is but four inches Difference." The
Advantages of this Communication must appear evident, at first sight, to
any person who is acquainted with Pennsylvania, or that will take the
Trouble to examine the Map of it. Let a Road be opened from Peach Bottom
to Christian Creek. Let the Conestogoe Road, at least, be repaired at an ex-
pence of £.5000, and let the like sum be laid out in opening and cleaning the
new Road, leading through the Borough of Strasburgh.

Two Roads will divide the Number of Travellers," and of course be less
liable to Decay. They may also raise an Emulation in the Overseers and
Tavern-keepers of both, which may be of Advantage to the Public. These are
the grand Channels through which the very Health and Life of Philadelphia
ought to flow, and if these are obstructed, she can never thrive.

Much more might be said upon this Subject. But for my own part, being
sensible of my Inability to treat it as it deserves, I set out only with a
Design to select some Extracts from Mr. Horner, and to offer a few scattered
Hints of my own, in Hopes of exciting those who possess more Leisure and
Experience to impart their Knowledge and Sentiment to the Public, by which
means the best Informations and Schemes may be obtained, and the principal
End, at last, accomplished. Whether any Thing proposed here may contribute
to this important Purpose, I know not. But this I declare, that it has been



dictated by a Zeal for the welfare of this flourishing Province, and that my
wishes are that Philadelphia may one day be " the Crowning City, whose
Merchants shall be Princes, whose Traffickers shall be the Honourable of the
Earth," and that " Every Source of Improvement of the Trade, Wealth and
Prosperity of Pennsylvania, by whatever means accomplished, may, together
with its Liberty, be immortal."

Clericus.
And the letter is in these words :

April 28, 1773.
Honoured Sir:

As the racquet, which I did myself the pleasure to direct to your Honour
in December last, was obliged to be sent by way of New York, I take this
Opportunity of forwarding Duplicates.

I expect soon to hear that your State of Health is mended. That Tem-
perance for which your Honour has been remarkable has preserved to you a

good Constitution, which I trust will not sink under your present Complaint.
I pray God to continue you long to your Family & Friends.

Pennsylvania still preserves its Superiority over every other Part of
America. Notwithstanding the vast number that have removed into Virginia,
Carolina, Georgia, &c., this Province is full of People and increases in Inhab-
itants & Wealth every Day. Even the Niew Purchase is already almost
settled. Lands have doubled their Price there within these twelve months.
A Subscription is now on foot here for making Susquehanna navigable for
large Boats, which will undoubtedly succeed ; this little town having sub-
scribed no less than £. 500. This Scheme will greatly promote the Prosperity
of the Back Country in particular & the Reputation & Commerce of the
Province in general.

I published last year in the Pennsylvania Gazette some Observations
upon public Roads & Proposals for a kind of Turnpike from Wright's Ferry
on Susquehanna to Philadelphia, which your Honour, no Doubt, has taken
notice of, as you receive the paper. I had the pleasure to find that they were
well received. The Amendment of our public Roads & Inland Navigation very
much engage the Attention of the People here at present. Whenever they are
able practically to pursue measures for these Purposes, Pennsylvania will
literally become a happier Land than even that described in the 8th Chap. of
Deuteronomy. I hear our late worthy Governor is soon expected here. The
Residence of one of our Honble Proprietaries in the Province will give a Spur
to every public measure & facilitate every Proposal for its advantage. I beg,
Hon Sir, to take the Liberty, thro you, of presenting him my most respectful
Compliments. I received many marks of Favour from him, while he was
here, for which I ought to & always shall be grateful.

With my best wishes for Lady Juliana & her tender charge,
I am, Hon Sir, with the most perfect affection & esteem,

Your Honour's ever obliged & Obedt Servant,
THOS. BARTON.

Lancaster, April 28, 1773.
The Hon Thomas Penn, Esquire,

Inn Spring Gardens,
London.
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